
Embracing digital transformation positions organizations for future growth, customer retention, 
and improved operations. However, modernizing the organization’s business processes creates 
data security issues as the availability of the cloud increases data access points, users, and privileged 
accounts. Meeting modern needs requires modern Identity Governance and Administration 
solutions which not only enable cloud, hybrid, and on-premise security but provide a secure 
solution.

To create a holistic, risk-based approach to data security in the cloud, organizations need to 
incorporate data access and user privilege. Information security controls need to also address: 

A comprehensive Identity Governance and Administration (IGA) solution that 
can accelerate and enable cloud migration should: 

 » Meet customer expectations with a secure cloud-based solution 
 » Effectively monitor the digital threat landscape to mitigate cybersecurity risk 
 » Mitigate financial, reputation, and operational risk   
 » Meet regulatory and industry compliance requirements governing data privacy and security 
 » Evaluate & protect access to sensitive customer data, financial data, and transactional processes
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Despite a market flooded with identity governance vendors, Saviynt’s cloud-native Identity Governance and 
Administration platform is driving innovation in the industry as we deliver new, visionary capabilities with Identity 3.0. 
For organizations looking to ease the transition and mitigate risk when moving from on-premises to the cloud, our 
intelligent identity capabilities make your security smarter and enable you to achieve modernization and digitalization.

How Saviynt Can Help Your Organization Digitally Transform

Modernize your Identity Governance 
& Administration

&



 » Define the mission critical architecture of your IAM model

 » Present product adoption modeling and replacement 
strategies to new standards

    
 » Pilot implementation of your purpose-built solution 

 » Incorporate inherent policies (SOD detection & prevention) 

 » Fast-track application onboarding for cloud apps and services

 » Improve certification processes with risk-based intelligence

 » Efficient access requests (one user interface, peer analysis, 
dynamic attributes, etc. )

First 90 days (Quick Start):

“Improved time-to-value proposition prioritizes adoption of IDaaS for 
traditional IGA use cases, helping IDaaS IGA to increasingly become the 

preferred choice of customers for IAM purchases globally.”  
-KuppingerCole Leadership Compass Identity-as-a-Service (IDaaS) – IGA 2019 

Ongoing Operations:

Champion your IAM future with Saviynt and Simeio Solutions.  
SIMEIO SOLUTIONS 
Since 2007, Simeio Solutions has continually strived to help businesses reinvent how they 
engage with customers, how and where their employees work, and the way they partner 
with others. This is made possible through our complete Identity and Access Management 
(IAM) solution that engages securely with anyone, anywhere, anytime, with an unparalleled 
“service first” philosophy. The results for our clients say it all-significant productivity and 
efficiency gains, greater employee and customer satisfaction and loyalty, deeper insights 
into customer needs and behaviors and entirely new revenue opportunities. 

SAVIYNT 
Saviynt is a leading provider of next generation Identity Governance and Administration 
solution for Data, Infrastructure and Critical Applications in the Cloud and Enterprise. 
Saviynt combines traditional IGA features with advanced usage analytics, data or 
infrastructure access governance, behavior analytics, real-time threat detection and 
compliance controls to secure organization’s critical assets.

 » Hassle-free identity management 
 » Simeio Identity Orchestrator - Single layer 

 for account management and governance   

 » Mitigate account risk exposure with automated updates 
on Saviynt platform  

 » Secure historical migration of data and accounts for 
standardized migration  

 » Account synchronization across multiple products – a 
single source of record to minimize orphaned accounts 

 » Reduce operational costs  
 » Lower TCO with cloud-based modeling IAM integration – 
no need to maintain the platform 

 » Increase productivity 
 » Rapidly onboard applications with existing Saviynt cloud 
connectors  

 » Create a roadmap for securing your future 
business 

 » Architectural design for role based modeling on joiners, 
leavers, and orphaned accounts 

 » Agile custom development for connection management 
for non-standard applications 

Successfully Implement and Deploy Your IGA with Simeio Solutions 

An IAM solution that scales with your organization’s growth. Simeio Solutions protects your 
digital persona and accounts. Simeio Solutions specializes in:
 

 » Change management 
 » Custom migration strategies 
 » Creation of outcome-based operations  

Bad guys are out there every day trying to steal your most valuable assets: your customers’ 
and employees’ information. How do you keep these digital thieves out?   

Simeio Solutions can help you safeguard your organization with a specialized IAM operations team. What does that 
mean? Simeio manages the entire operational function of Identity and Access Management (IAM).
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